
Removalist
& Freight
Protective Packaging Solutions

Shipping overseas or 
storing long term?  Have 
oversize items or delicate 
surfaces? Simple bubble 
wrap may not provide the 
level of protection required 
and can leave marks on 
surfaces in these conditions.  
Our exclusive, purpose 
engineered surface and 
freight protection products 
contain specialised films 
that resist punctures and 
tears while preventing 
scratching and marking on 
vulnerable surfaces. 

From standard bubble and foam to purpose engineered films and 
wraps, we have the protective packaging solution for any application 
and budget.  

Our in-house suite of conversion equipment gives us the unique 
capability to customise our products into a wide range of specialty 
formats with custom printing also available .  With over 30 years 
experience developing, manufacturing and tailoring high quality 
protective packaging systems, we can help not only minimise damage 
and breakages in storage and transit but also maximise packing 
efficiencies and reduce the amount of packaging materials required, 
helping to minimise both costs and environmental impact. 
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All Sancell products are manufactured under an ISO 14001 
Environmental Management System utilising circular economy 
principles.  Members of APCO and the Victorian Government TAKE2 
initiative for climate change, our commitment to sustainability, 
waste reduction and reduced carbon omissions is evident through 
everything we do.

Packaging products are made with a minimum 15% recycled content 
using our own in-house recycling machines.  

Predominantly made from LDPE4, our products are light weight, 
requiring minimal resources to produce and transport, 100% 
recyclable, widely accepted by post industrial recycling schemes and 
suitable for deposit at 1800+ supermarkets nation wide for recycling.
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Recovery Bubble
Sancell recovery bubble wrap is the 
perfect all purpose bubble wrap 
suited to a wide variety of applications 
providing impact protection.  Supplied 
on economical  115m rolls saving on 
environmental and financial transport 
costs.

Removalist
& Freight

Anti-static
A must for use for the safe transport of 
electronic equipment and components 
by effectively reducing surface 
conductivity while providing impact 
protection.  Sancell anti-static bubble 
is independently tested twice a year.

PE Foam Wrap
PE foam wrap is soft, light and cost 
effective alternative to bubble wrap.  
Provides impact protection, is non 
marking and suitable for long term 
storage.  Available in a wide range of 
thicknesses from 0.5mm to 10mm, we 
have a foam wrap for any application.

PW Pro
Heavy duty flooring protection 
for building and construction sites.  
Features tear resistant non slip high 
density weave top layer and soft non 
marking foam bottom layer.

Corner Pieces
Made from our popular Protect Wrap, 
these self adhesive corner pieces 
provide impact protection where its 
needed most. Suitable for use with 
frames and furniture corners.

ArmourWrap
Top of the range superior protection 
for delicate and valuable freight 
items such as fine art and high end 
furnishings. Features extra tough silky 
smooth puncture and tear resistant 
matte white outer layer and non 
marking transmission film inner layer.

ProtectaWrap
Purpose engineered removalist wrap in 
Light to Heavy Duty grades featuring 
puncture and tear resistant outer layer 
and non marking inner layer suitable 
for long term storage.  Effective  
all purpose removalist and freight 
protection.

ProtectaSoft
An economical, soft and pliable, all 
purpose wrap.  Non marking inner 
layer suitable for long term storage 
and designed to protect delicate 
surfaces such as fine art from marking 
while bubble layer offers impact 
protection.  
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Specialty 
Conversion

Bubble Laminated Foam
General purpose wrap with bubble 
layer for impact protection and non 
marking 0.5mm foam layer.  Suitable 
for long term storage and use on 
sensitive surfaces such as highly 
polished chrome or stainless steel.

MADE WITH 
RECYCLED CONTENT

7. Center fold

*Available in small to 
large sizes loose or 
perforated on a roll.

EnviroTherm
LDPE4 metallised layer provides 
thermal insulating protection for 
shipping temperature sensitive goods 
such as food, medicine, cosmetics and 
much more.


